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Juan M. DeOlivares 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 94720 

June 1978 

ABSTRACT 

Computer programs utilizing Legendre functions and elliptic integral 

functions have been written to aid in the design of solenoid rnagnets. 

The field inside an axisyrmnetric magnet· can be expanded in a 

converging power series of Legendre functions. The Legendre function 

approach is very useful for designing solenoid magnets with a high degree 

of field uniformity. This approach has been programed on the LBL CDC 

7600 computer so that one can design an axisyrmnetrk magnet which meets 

any desired field structure. This report presents two examples of 

computer designed solenoids. 

A computer program utilizing elliptic integral functions was also 

written for theLBL CDC 7600 computer. This method was used in a computer 

program to verify the results obtained from the Legendre approach and 

for field calculations within the conductor. 

The elliptic integral field calculations within the conductor 

showed that thin solenoids produce field peaking at the ends of the magnet. 

Computer data is generated for various magnet geometries and compared 

with theoretical predictions. Computer results and theoretical prediction 

both show that field peaking is reduced for longer coils, increased for 
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thinner coils and field peaking is a logarithmic function of length, 

thickness and radius. 
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Introduction 

The vector potential and the field inside an axisymmetric magnet 

(solenoid) can be expanded in a converging power series of spherical 

functions or Legendre functions. The Legendre function approach is 

very useful for designing solenoid magnets with a high degree of field 

uniformity. This approach has been programmed on the LBL 7600 computer 

50 that one can design an axisymmetric magnet configuration which meets 

any desired field structure. 

The field in5ide a solenoid can also be calculated using elliptic 

integrals. This method was used in a computer progra.l to verify the 

results obtained from the Legendre approach and for field calculations 

within the conductor. 

The elliptic integral field cal~Jlations within the conductor 

showed that thin solenoids produce field peaking at the ends of the 

magnet. 

Computer data is generated to determine how peaking is affected by 

wagnet geometry. These results are compared with theoretical predictions. 

Series expansion of the_magn~t_i~ field of a circular loop of current 

usinILLegendre.functions .• (See Fig. 1) 

One can show, using Maxwells equations, that there exists a magnetic 

vector potential which is related to the current density through 

Poisson's equation: 
2 -t -t 

'1/ r'\ = - ~o J. 

When the current density is equal to 0 the equation becomes: 

'l/
2t.. " O. 

(1) 

(2) 
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This equation is extremely difficult to solve because of it's 

vector nature. Smythe presents a sirnplier method. He shows that A can 

be written as: l 

(3) 

if 
.... 

'iJ • A = O. (4) 

W is a vector composed of two components each derivable from a scalar 

potential. 
.... A A 

W = u WI + ~ x 'ilW2 (5) 

where 

(t) 

and ~ is an arbitrary vector choosen so that: 

(7) 

u = i,],k or r are suitable choices. 

it can be shOl-nl that Wz contributes nothing to B in the rnagnetostatic 

case. Therefore one can solve for B using only WI' a scalar fUnction. 
Z 

'iJ WI = O. 

One then uses W = ~ WI and the expression A = 'iJ X W for A. 
Using B = 'iJ X A one obtains B in terms of WI' 

One solves for WI in terms of orthogonal expansions and can, 
.... 

therefore, obtajn B in terms of orthogonal expansions. 

(8) 

(9) 
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In spherical polar coordinates. with B independent of CP. the 

components of B are given by: 

and 

a2 (rw
l

) 

BS = ra r as 

(10) 

(lOa) 

(lOb) 

The solution of ,,,zWl = 0 in the case of no cP dependence is given 

by equation 11. 

WI = [Arn + B r-(n+l)] [C Pn (cos e) + DGn (cos ell . 

The solution ~ (cos e) is rejected because Qn (0)+ 00. 

WI must satisfy the following conditions: 

(11) 

• WI must be finite at r = 0 and r = 00. Therefore the solution is 

divided into Wi for r < rc and Wo for 

I;". = Arn p (cos e) 
1 n 

r>r c 

W = Br-(n+l) P (cos e) 
o n 

• w. = W at r = r 
1 0 C 

• Equation 13 (A'11perc's law) must be satisfied 

1 Bod; = iJo icp' 

(12) 

(12a) 

(12b) 

(13) 
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If we take a small loop around the current wire (see Fig. 2) then 

equation 13 bE-comes: 

[(B6)0 - (B6).J r lI6 =]J i", r 1I6 
1 C 0 0/ C 

(14) 

i(j> is fOI'IOOd by expanding the stream function IjJ in a series of Legendre 

ftmctions. 

where 

IjJ = L C P (cos 8) 
n=l n n 

i(j> = L 
n=l 

C pI (cos 6) 
n n 

Using IjJ and substituting Wi and Wo in equation 14 one obtains 

[
aw aw. J 

1'0 IjJ = r c ar 
0 

- a/ 

(15) 

(16) 

(16a) 

(17) 

1'10 and Wi IllUSt take the following forms to satisfy both equation, 

12 and 17 

We can find Cn by using the orthogonal properties of Legendre 

ftmctions and equation l6a. 

(18) 

(18a) 
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Using eq. l6a 

1 " r l: en p~ (cos e). 
c n=l 

(16a) 

And taking the current density i~ to be equal to zero except for 

A band of width ~s at e = ec which is so narrow that P~(cos e) has the 

constant value P~(cos ec) on it. en is found to be 

en = - 2~(~:B sin
2 

ec P~(cos ec)· (19) 

From this we find that for a single current band at rc and e c 

(20) 

B = Po I sin
2
ec ~ (-rr) n-l pI ---2--- l. (cos ec) Pn(cos e) 

r rc n-l c n 
(20a) 

n r Pn (cosec) P~ (cose) (20b) I (..L.) n-l I 

c 

The above apply at r ~ rc at all values of n. A similar set of 

equations applies for all n when r 2 rc. They are as follows: 

Ilo I 2 '" 
A~ "--r-- sin ecsine l: 

'I' n=l 
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B = 110 I sin28 sin8 '[ (rc) n+2 pI (cos8 ) Pn (cos8) (Zla) 
r 2 rc c n=l r n c 

A soler-oid magnet can be divided into many current bands which are 

at various radii rc and various ~ngles 8c ' The field generated by such 

a magnet can be calculated by surnmL~g the fields generated by the 

individual currents. Reasonably accurate calculations (say to 1 part in 

105) of the solenoid magn~t field can be achieved by dividing the coil 

into a hundred parts. One c~, simplify the ,~lculation of the solenoid 

field, if the magnet is symmetric about the e = w/2 plane as well as the 

axis (8 = 0 or 8 = w). The symmetrical solenoid case is discussed in 

the next section. 

Before proceeding with the symmetrical air core magnet case, it is 

useful to look at the properties of Legendre functions of first order 

and first degree. 

When n is odd, (22) 

and when n is even, (22a) 

From equations 2Z and 2Za one can show that for a cylindrical solenoid 

with symmetry, when r ~ r c • 



When r 2. r , c 

" 
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'" n-l Br = EAr P (cosO), 
n=l n n 

E 
n=l 

" '" A (l)n-l-l I n~I n(n~l) r sinS Pn(COSS), 

(
I )1'+2 r Pn(COSS), 

E A~ (!) n+2 sinS pI (cosO). 
n=l n r, n 

where An and An are defined as follows: 

An = 1101 sin2sc p~ (coss ) (~) n 
c rc 

and 

" = OJ I sin2S pI n+l A (COSSc) r n o c n c 

= Anr/n+l 

(23) 

(23a) 

(23b) 

(24) 

(24a) 

(24b) 

(25) 

(2sa) 

(2sb) 
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:I: 
The 1\ and fin tonns are defined by equations 25 and 25a. The values of 

* An an~ An given by equations 25 and ZSa do not apply fvr all values of n. 
:I: 

lfuen there is dipole symmetry, An and An are equal to zero for all even n. 
:I: 

The odd values of "n and "n are given by equations 25 and 25a. Whe~ there 
:I: 

is quadrupole symmetry, An and An are equal to zero for all odd n. The 
:I: 

even values of ~ and "n are given by equations 25 and 25a. 

Symmetrical solenoid magnets without iron. Two .dnds of symmetry will be 

described here. The first, which one may call dipole symmetry, has current 

of the same sign which are symmetrical about the 8 = n/2 plane (see 

Fig. 3a). The second kind of symmetry, which can be called quadrupole 

symmetry, has currents of opposite sign which are symmetrical about the 

o = n/2 plane (sec Fig. 3 b). This permits one to treat a current at 

o = 8c along with a current at 8= n-Sc ' As a result, one can reduce the 

numher of calculation steps by a factor of two or more. 

Symmetr lcal solenoid magnets with iron,. Expans ion of the magnetic field 

with Legendre functions may be applied to solenoidal (axialsymmHric) 

IlJa!,'flets which have iron shields. One IlD.lSt assume that the penneability 

of the iron J.l is infinite. (It should be noted that the real iron case 

J.l r 00 can often be treated as a perturbation of the J.l = 00 case.) Two 

kinds of iron poles are assumed here: (1) spherical iron, and (2) flat 

poles which are perpendicular to the magnet axis. In both cases, the 

method of images is employ~d in the calculations. 

Before proceeding with the iron cases, it is usefu. to develop a 

more general power series e:xpansion ,.hich can be applied inside the 

innermost coil of the solenoid (where r will always be less than rc)' 
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Syrrunetry is assumed to be used in the calculation. The series fonn fOT 

vector pote,)t:ial A.p and induction Br and Be is as follows: 

Br 

Be 

Cn 1 
E ~l rn sinS PnlcosBj, 

n=l nln+.,.) 

00 

rn-ip (cosS), E C 
n=l n n 

E 
Cn n-] sine pl(cOS8). r 

n=l n n 

(26) 

(26a) 

(2(>11) 

Equations 26, 26a, and 26t can be Llsed for symmetrical magnets of eitJ·,w 

type since the Cn component is a function :>f r c ' 0c and I only. 

comp'ments can be divided into two part= as follows: 

The C 
n 

There the An component is due to the coils alone and the Bn cor'lponcnt 

is oue to the image currents in the iron. The 1\1 terms are ghcn Iw 

equat ion 25; the Bn tenns wi 11 be gi ve'1. In this srct iop . 

The B terms in a symmetrical IIl3gnet behave in the same way a~ 
n 

the ~ tenns. When dipole syrrunetry is evoked, Bn = U when n is even; 

when quadrupole syrrunetry is evoked, Bn = 0 when n is odd. TIle Ii terms 
n 

depend on the geometry of the iron sr.ield. (The shield geometry affects 

the location of the image currents.) Two infinite w iron gC'OIllE" I es 

are of general interest; they are: (1) A spherical shiel I' . c the coil 

is inside a hollow iron sphei'e .. (2) Two flat parallel pc .:! <2ces 

which lie parallel to the e = "/2 plane. The fi~t geometl~ '-IY be of 
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some interest even when the central induction of the solenoid exceeds 

Z tesla. The latter geometry is reasonable model for the iron shields 

used in a solenoid which has a central induction of less than say 1.B 

to 2.0 tesla. 

(a) A spherical iron shield. This case has only one image current 

for each coil current. The image current radius r ci = RZ/rc where R 

is the iron shield radius and rc is the coil current ~ad;us. The image 

current angle ec is the same as the coil current angle ec ' (See Fig.4.) 

Therefore, the Bn for the spherical iron is as follows; 

B = ~ I sin2e
c 

pI (case ) ~nz 
non c Rn 

(28) 

The use of a spherical iron shell is desh'able when the central 

induction of the solenoid exceeds two tesla. The shield radius R can 

be adjusted so that the iron is not saturated. If the shield is allowed 

to saturate, the effects of symmetry will remain. Saturation will 

appear as perturrations to the Bn terms. The lowest perturbation term 

will appear first and the others will appear as the iron saturates, 

Some of the iron saturation perturbation terms can be controlled by 

shaping the outer boundary of the iron shield. Spherical iron shields 

should be usable even when the central induction of the solenoid approaches 

four tesla. 

(b) Parallel iran pole pieces. The Bn term will consist of an 

infinite number of image currents. The first image current will be 

located the same distance inside the iron pole piece as the current is 

from the pole. An image current is located inside the opposite pole as 
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well. The image currents also form image currents in the poles (sec 

Fig. 5). In general, the Bn term is a symmetrical magnet will take the 

following -form: 

B 
n 

'" E 
n=l 

b ~ I sin2(S ) pl(cosS ) 
mo ann an (ran

I jn. 
(29) 

The value of bm depends on the synrnetry used. bm = 1 for all m when 

dipole symmetry applies. When quadrupole symnetry is used bm = + 1 

when m •. 1, 4, 5, 8, 9, ... and bm = - 1 when m = 2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 

11, 

e an and ron take the following form when m is odd: 

8 = tan -1 c c 
( 

2r sinS \) 

cm (m+I)L-2rc cosBc j 
(30) 

f((m+l) \2 2. 2 J 1/2 
ran = l-2- L - rc cosec) + rc Sill 8c . (30a) 

When m is even: 
1 (' 2r sine \ 

B = tan - c c I 
an mL-2rc cosec.' ' 

(31) 

l 1/2 :(m \2 2 2 
r =: ~. L + r cose i + r sin BcJ an ,~ c c· c 

'-

(3Ia) 

where Bc is the coil current angle; rc is the coil current radius (m); 

I is the magnitude of the current (A); L is the distance between the 

flat parallel iron pole pieces (m); and ~o is the permeability of a 

vacuum. 
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'Ihe usc of parallel poles is particularly desirable Whb. '-he central 

induction of the solenoid is below the saturation induction of the iron, 

Saturation of the iron introduces field aberrations in which the lowest 

order term will be worst, followed by the '-~;~ order term. If t~e 

solenoid has many evenly spaced coils, 1;;le infinite solenoid case is 

<:iJproximated. Using the parall€'l pole iron shield, one can get a field 

which is a good dipole type structure. 

Newtoll-Raphson Method to Obtain Desired Coefficients 

Summing the nth coefficient from each current loop, one obtains a 

total Cn for the magnet. If 

(32) 

where Gn are magnet parameters, such as current, inner radius, length, 

etc. we can c~)and Cn in a Taylor series about the initial guess values 

for the parameters G1 through G~. Neglecting higher order terms: 

(33) 

We would like t.Gn I s such that Cn ... Dn , where Dn are the desired values 

of the coefficients. 

D 
n 

Therefore eq. 33 can be written as 

(34) 
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To solve for k coefficients one must solve k simultaneous equations 

as shown in e~. 35 

dCl 

I " I " I lIG + _1 lIG + •••• _1 ll~ Dl - 0 
dGl 1 dG 'L a~ Cl 

GO 2 GO q 1 2 

dC2 
llGl + 

dC2 dC2 
J cC' 

Gl GZ llG2+ ····Gi Gf.ll~ D -2 2 
G1 GO 

2 

• • • • 
(35) 

• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 

~~nce Cn(Gl,G2'''~) are generally non-linear an iteratjve solution is 

required. 

In general, one would chose the lowest values of Cn because these 

would affect the magnetic field the most. For example, if the magnet 

is not to have symmetry, one would chose Cl,C2"'~ as the power series 

coefficients to tailor. If the magnet is to have dipole symmetry, 

Cl ' C3' CS",C2k-l would be chosen. If the magnet is to have quadrupole 

symmetry, C2' C4' C6",C2k would be chosen. 
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The preceding equations are solved for the correction function 

i\C; hy matrix inversion. The correction functions are adderl to the G 

functions such that 

(36) 

One calculates the various power series coefficients Cl ' C2 ···Sc using 

the new values of G. The new values of Cl ' C2····Ck are compared to 

01, O2 .... Ilk on a tenn-by-tenn basis. If D-C < E (where E is a small 

number like 10-6) for all values of C and D from n = 1 to n = k, a solution 

has been found. If D-C > E, derivatives of C with respect to the new 

values of G are taken and the simultaneous quat ions (Eq. 12) are solved 

so new values of (j are found. Convergence:, if there is convergence, will 

usually take less than ten iteTations. 

A lack of convergence is usually caused by the following: 

(1) there is no solution within the paraJ11P.t:er boundary chosen which yield:' 

the desired magnetic structure, or, (2) t'le first guess I.as incorrectl/ 

chosen. Convergence may be obtained on solutions which may be correct 

mathen~tically, but they have nJ physical meaning. It may take several 

tries to Lnd a current geometry which converges to a mathematically 

correct solution which has physical meaning. 
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Field of a Current Loop Using Elliptic Integrals 

We assume here that eq. 1 applies 

(1) 

If we have an arbitrary current carrying wire the solution of eq. 1 is 

given by eq. 37. 

A" ~ I.ds. § 
...... 

4TI r 
(37) 

For a current loop shown in Fig. 6, eq. 37 becomes 

(38) 

Rearranging equation 38, one obtains 

>10 rc , 1 2 , I ( \ 1/2 
1\<1> = TiK r.l [1- -Z-k )K-E]. (39) 

where K and E are elliptic integrals of the first and second kind. 

TI/2 -1/2 
K" J [1 _ k2 sin2q,] d¢ (40) 

0 

TI/2 1/2 
E = r [1 - i sin2q,] d.p (40a) 

b 
and 

k2 
= 4arc 

-1 
[Ca + r )2 + Z 2] 

c c (40b) 
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Using B = "x A one obtains the field components B and B show in r z 
eqs. 41 and 4la 

+ z/ E] 
+ z 2 

c 

a
2 

- r 2 Z 2 1 
(a - r )2 + Z 2 
~c c E_ 

c c 

(41) 

(4la) 

Sample prohlems. The utility of the Legendre function power series 

technique is illustrated by the sample solutions given in this section. 

l~cse problems arc: (1) a uniform air core spherical solenoid and 

(2) correction coils for a solenoid with flat poles. Both of these 

problemcs could be encountered in the real world. 

(a) Uniform field air core spheric~i solenoid. The uniform field 

air core spherical solenoid problem could be encountered in the field of 

solid state physics. Solenoid magnets have been built with a very 

uniform field within a small sphere located at the center of the magnet. 

Let us postulate a solenoid with the parameters given in Table 1. TIle 

spherical solenoid consists of three coil blocks in each half (see Fig. 7). 

The magnet coils have dipole symmetry. So, en for n = 2, 4, 6 ... are elimin-

ated hy symmetry. There are five coil parameters available to zero five 

en coefficients. They are the five block angles G(2) through G(6) 

shown in Fig. 7. These five block angles can be set so that en::: 0, for 

n = 3,5,7,9 and 11; and en ~ 0 when n 213. Figure 7 shows the five 
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Table 1. Basic parameters for a uniform field 
air core sclenoid magnet 

Induction at center 3.0 tesla 

Solenoid diameter 0.3 m 

Solenoid length 0.3 m 

Field quality within a sphere 

High quality field sphere diameter 

Coil maximum thickness 

0.1 m 

0.01 m 

coil parameters which are varied to eliminate C3, Cs '" to CII . 

A sixth parameter G(l), the current density in the coil blocks (\vhich are 

all assumed to have the same current density), determines the induction 

of the nk'lgnet at its center (CI = 3.0 T). Table 2 shows the first guess 

and final value of each of the six magnet param<;;ters. Table -; shows a 

value of en at the surface of 0 .l-m diameter sphere for each n between 1 

and 20. The table shows the value for the first guess case and the final 

case. Table 4 shows a field map of t:he solenoid before optimizatioll 

generated using the Legendre method. Table 5 shows the field map after 

optimization generated using the Legendre method. Table 6 is a fieh1 map 

of the optimized solenoid u..~ing the elliptic integral field ell:pressions. 

Table 5 is in excellent agreement with Table 6. 

As one moves further out towards the radius of the solenoid Table 5 

and Table 6 differ slightly. This is to be expected si'1ce the series 

calculation converges slower at larger radius. 
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Table 2. The first guess and final value for each of the ~ix parameters 
used to determine the design of a uniform solenoid. 

=~-=---= ==,::.'0 .=. •• -

First Final 
Gu(.ss Solution 

Gl The coil _urrent density (Am2) 3 x 108 3.514 x 108 

GZ 2nd coil angle, Block 1 (deg. ) 60.00 58.3490 

G
3 

1st co:l angle, Block 2 (deg.) 50.00 55.1390 

G4 2nd coil angle, Block 2 (deg.) 45.00 39.2733 

G5 1st coil angle, Block 3 (deg. ) 30.00 30.3888 

G6 2nd coil angle, Block 3 (d~g.) 25.00 21.0:;44 



n 

1 

3 

5 

7 

9 

11 

13 

15 

17 

19 

* 
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Table 3. 'The mnnerica1 value of the en coefficients 
(units not given) at the surface of a 
sphere 0.1 m in diameter. 

* The en Value 
First Guess 

2.25928 

-7.347 x 10- 2 

-3.107 x 10-4 

2.987 x 10-4 

-5.671 x ]0-6 

-1. 929 x 10-6 

-L.036 x 10-8 

-2.036 x 10-8 

2.914 x 10-8 

4.611 x 10-10 

Final Solution 

3.00000 

-1.849 x 10-6 

-1.756 x 10- 7 

2.276 y 10-8 

2.886 x 10-9 

Note en 0 I"hen n 2, 4, 6 ... . 20···· 



Table 4. field m:1p of W10pt iJ:\i :l'd spherical solenoid using Legendre functions. 
-..:,=-: .~--==~""'",,-'C = __ 

==~".-==-===~ 

'IELD M'P ~ITHOUT IAO~ 

P COMPONENT or 8 IN T£SLA 
TO'rt' COMPONENT 0' " IN ',[SLA 

II IMI 0.000 .ft06 .013 ,I" Q ·02~ .031 .038 .044 .o~o IIIAill 

'.000 2.25C1Z8 ?2~813 2.25669 2.'6896 2,26090 2.nO~! 2.21190 2.lOZ·8 2.1 1518 o.noooo p.o~ooo 0.00000 o.nnooo O.OODOO 0.00000 0.00000 O.ODOOO 0.00000 
.3\4 7.\4870 2.\4787 2.16!138 2.16122 2.\3560 2.12191 2.\11T4 2.10191 2.09540 .6C1816 .6Q7~3 .6Q566 .~92~3 .6881~ .682~1 .67563 .661~0 .65814 
.628 1.112180 1.112167 1.82'29 1.~Z666 1.82~TB 1·8Z46~ 1.8U26 1.82163 1.81 913 1.32797 1.32720 1.32090 1.~n07 1.31~70 1.30819 1.30033 1.290ll 1.2187~ 

.9.2 1.32791 1.32840 1.32?69 I.nlh l.ll485 1.33812 1.34346 1034901 1.3,559 1.~2780 I.A2146 1.8264~ 1.~2476 1.82260 1.81937 1.8\~67 1.8\132 1.80630 
~ 1.257 .69816 .6'1860 .6999~ .7~218 .10~3t .7093Z .11422 .11'" .12662 2.1487n 2.14899 2.16986 2.1~127 !.1!J~!7 2.1~~84 Z.I~899 2.16212 Z.I'104 

1.~11 ~.OOOOO -.00000 -'00000 -·QGOOO -.oooe a -'00000 -.00000 -·ooaoo -'00000 2.2~92B ~.2~98~ 2.261~8 Z.26464 !.268~.6 2.21361 2.27989 2.28130 Z.295BI 
1.88~ -.69816 -.69860 -.699C1~ -.'tt218 -.10S31 -.10932 -.71422 -.11.9. -.TZ662 2.14810 2. \4ACl9 2.16984 7.15127 2.15321 2.1~~86 2. 15BCl9 2.16272 2.16704 
2.199 -1.32197 -1.32840 -1,32969 -1.lll84 -1.334B~ -1.338TZ -1.34346 -1.34908 -1.3~559 I.B27BO 1.827H l.e264~ I.A2476 I.B2240 1~81937 1.81567 1.811li! I.Bcno 
l.S\! -j .82780 -1.82 761 -1.1Il?29 -1'~2666 -108251' -1·8246~ -1.B2326 -1"2163 -1.lln3 1.3n91 1.32120 1.32490 I.JlI07 1.31~10 1.30!19 I.~OOJJ 1.290ll I. 2T9T~ 

2.821 -2.14B70 _ -2.14787 -2.14-_ , -Z.16122 -Z .1'~60 -2,IZ191 _2.II B7 4 -2.10191 -2.09540 .69B16 .697~3 .6.566 .~92~3 .68515 .6h~1 .6156:; .661~0 .6~816 

3.j42 ·Z.2~928 -'.2'!iB\J -2.2~469 -2.2.896 -Z.26090 -2.7.l0~~ -2.21190 -2.Z0Z9B -2.1857B 
-,00000 ·l"OfJOO -.00000 -,"noOO -.00000 -,00000 -.00000 -.00000 -,00000 
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'111(' solution given in Tahles 2 am} 3 can C' obtaincd th,'orct ic,,1 1\' 

i.n a :;uperconducting sOlenoid. It shoulu be pointed out that rca1 -II i'c 

superconuucting magnets have finite size wIndi.ng errors. It might be 

possible to build a real magnet which has a [ield lmifonnity of lU-" 

or better. It should e noted th'lt uiamagnetic current will cause i.;rgc 

distortions in tbe fielu. !Is a result, IlC'lu uniformities hetter than 

10-4 may be difficult te obtain 111 real life "ithout the usc o[ 5I'('eial 

correction winuing to get rid oL the effecb of res,uual field due' to 

J ia~dagnet ic current-,. 

(b) Corrcoction coils f(lr a magnet Ivitil fla': poles. Coneet ion L'lli 1~ 

can he uesjgned so that they produce en coefficient,.: of a cert;]in lIIagni tu(le. 

'ihere is a need for such cor;"xtion coils in sOllie of the solenoids nOh' 

hcing desit:ned [or usc in colliuing benln eAl'Criml'nt~. '111esc magncts hav(' 

SllPl'fCOllduct ing coil s 1\'11icl1 arc hOW1JCU at the end" Il\' (1 :It i 1'011 )10 il's, 

The solenoiJ is Sllpl.''1sed tc prouuc(' a perfectly lUlironn field. ,\li<a1ic:n 

Hlcnt, saturation (If the jron poles, and other effects ria\, introduce l'rrOl-S 

in the fielu of a part or tlvO in a thousand. Correct ion coi Is l'an relllo\,(' 

~JIJ percent of the~,e errors. 

l'igure 3 shOt,s a system of ('igi1t coils IdJich arc to produc(' fidel 

correct ions. The coi Is, depenui!'lC how they arc pOI\'C'rcd arc Slq1pOS, I 

to produce CI , C2 , C3 , C
4

, C5 , Co' and C7 I"hile eLimim+ing all othl'T Cn 

belm, n ;~. '[he eight coils arc symmetrically placed on ei ther s iJe of 

the midplane, and eV~'nly spaced bet',eep i'1e iron poles ( u ; ~ ) "'hlch 

are infinite planes (see Fig. 8). Table 7 gives the basic panuneters 

of the correction coil blocks. 
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Table 7. Basic parameters of the correction coils 

Correction coil spacing 

Iron pole spacing 

Correction coil radius 

Value of en desired at surface of reference sphere 

Radius of -:-r.. ference sphere 

0.4 m 

3.2 m 

l.2m 

0.005 T 

l.Om 

Synmetry is used to do the calculation. Dipole symmetry is used for 

Cl ' C3' C5 and C7 and quadrupole synnnetry is used for C2' C4 and C6. Tr" 

parameter whidl one solves for is the current in each of the coils. There 

is a different current distribution in each of the coils for each correction 

en produced. The simultaneous equations generated by the computer are 

linear, so no iteration is required. 

Table 8 shows current in each of the eight coils when the desired 

coefficient is produced. Table 9 shows the values of other coefficients 

when the desired one is produced. 

A correction coil scheme similar to the one shown here is expected 

to b~ used on the TPC solenoid which is to be built in 1978. This magnet 

is supposed to produce a magnetic field which is good to a couple of parts 

in ten thousand. In the real TPC magnet, the iron poles are not infinite 

planes of infinite penneability. A technique such as this is expected to 

provide first order correction. 
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Table e. The current in the eight correction coils when a desired 
multipo1e is generated on the surface of a 1.0 m radius 
reference sphere. 

Coil Current CA) 

n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4 n = 5 n = 6 n = 7 

Coil 1 1552 -6168 12192 -20912 27020 -34516 28208 

Coil 2 1640 -488 -4244 13968 24208 38392 -34832 

Coil 3 1572 -1464 -992 1376 312 -9372 11980 

Coil 4 1596 -280 -2376 1764 1176 36 -2484 

Coil 5 1596 280 -2376 -1376 1176 -36 -2484 

Coil 6 1572 1464 -992 -1376 312 9372 11980 

Coil 7 1640 488 -4244 -13968 24208 -38397. -34832 

Coil 8 1552 6168 12192 20912 27020 3'518 28208 

Desired 

* Cn -+ 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 O.OO~ 0.005 

* On the surfa..:e of the reference sphere which is 1.0 meter in diameter 
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Table 9. The values of variotL'i C coefficients when the desired correction 
C
n 

is turned on. n 
: ~---=--~~==-=-: =- .:.-::-=.:- ==-=== '" ==: ___ "'~":...=--~'" =c=:""==:-==-= -=."" 

~ Coefficient Value 

1 0.C0500 

2 0.00500 

3 0.00500 

4 0.00500 

5 0.00500 

6 0.00500 

7 0.00500 

8 

~) -0.C0003 -0.00020 -0.00128 -0.00258 

10 -0.00009 -0.00092 -0.00252 

11 0.00009 -0.00020 0.00014 -0.00117 

12 -0.00001 0.00064 0.0009l 

13 -0.00017 0.00039 0.00007 0.00174 

* On the surface of a reference sphere 1. 0 m in radius 
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Field Calculation Within the Conductor Using Elliptic Integrals 

Once the parameters for a solenoid magnet with a desired field 

structure are determined, the field structure within the conducting current 

loops must be found in order to determine: (1) the forces on the magnet 

resulting from the magnetic-current interaction and for a super conducting 

magnet (2) the maximum current that can be applied which will not exceed 

the critical current and field for the superconducting"wire. A typical 

cr'tical field and current curves for superconduc~or a~'C shown in Fig. 9. 

10e Legendre function field expressions are cumbersome to calculate 

conductor field because both r > rc and r < rc expressions must be used. 

The elliptic integral expressions dre easier to use in that only one ex

pression is needed. But symmetry cannot be invoked as with the Legendre 

approach to reduce the nLnnber of cRlculatoins. 

'rhe elliptic integral field computer program models the solenoid 

as a series of current loops. The method cannot be used to determine the 

self field of a current loop because the loops are modeled as point 

currents. 10e elliptic integral iield expressions become infinite when 

both the field calculation point and current point concide. Modeling the 

current loops as point currents is valid because, given a current loop of 

finite diameter where the current density varies only in the radial 

direction wi~lin the conductor, the magnetic field outside the conductor 

is equal to the field resulting from a current point containing the total 

current flowing through conductor placed at the center of the real conductor. 

If the field calculation points lie only in the center of cur,ent loops 

the self field term is zero. lOe field from k current loops in the 

center of the ith current loop is given by equation 42, 



k 
B(al the Ith loop) I. 

n=l 
nri 
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13 (reSUlting from) 
nth loop (42) 

This method was used for field calculations of thin solenoid magnets 

such as the C coil and TPC magnet which are being developed and built at 

the LBL. Trin solenoids were found to have field peaking occ~ring at the 

ends. Typically a solenoid has field peaking occurring in the middle. 

Typical field variation is shown in Fig. lOa. A thin magnet with end peaking 

is shown in Fig. lOb. 

In the next section computer generated data is used to d~termine 

how field peaking varies with geometric parameters of the magnet. 'fhese 

results are compared \~ith theoretical predictions. 

Ca1PlJfER RESlJLTS 

A magnet consisting of two layers of 430 turns each was modeled varying 

the following parameters: (see Fig. ll) 

length of the coil CR.) 

radius of the coil (R) 

thickness (£) 

Tne C coL' was modeled as a base case. 

C coil parameters: 

t(em) 

70.0 

R./R = 0.70 

R(cm) 

100.0 

194.44 

X(cm) 

0.36 

2 
J(A/cm) 

49143.0 
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Figure 12 shows IBI in the inner layer as one moves out towarus the 

end of the coil for various valves of 2/R. Figure 12 inuicates that for 

a given value of 2/£ , end enhancement is reduced as £/R becomes large. 

Figure 12 with 2/R = 20, shows end enhancement reduced. 

Figure 13 shows IBI as fez) for various values of £/£. Enhance

ment is diminished by decreasing 2/E (i.e., make the coil th.'.cker). 

The field in the outer layer follows a similar pattern. The peak 

field in the outer layer ah'~ys appears less than the peak field in the 

iru1er layer. 

B g;eak outer layer) 
B ak mner layer) 0.93 as an average value. 

CCNPtJITR AND lliEORETICAL RESULTS 

It should be noted that the theoretical reSults are based on: 

1. f. solenoid of continuous and tmifonn current density, where as the 

computer model uses discreet current loops. 

2. '111eoretical values of the peak field are calCUlated at the very end 

of the coil at X = - E/2 and X = 0, whereas the computer model 

calculates the peak field in the center of the end I,ire at X = ~ £/4. 

For £/R = 0.70, the following functions lVere fotmd from the computer data: 

X = - £/4 

!: = 0.5725 + 0.0763 In 2/£ (43) 

(43a) 
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x = + £/4 

B 
~ = 0.5565 + 0.0781 In ~/[ 
o 

(44 ) 

(44a) 

Br and Bz are peak field components in the inner layer, and Bo is 

the field resulting from an infLlite solenoid of the same thickness and 

current density. 

Phillipe Eberhard derived the following forrnula2 for a solenoid of 

Wlifonn current density for the 

For ~/R »1 

x = 0 

x = - £/2 

For £/R «1 

x = 0 

limiting cases £/R» 1 

£/R« 1 and 

B 
In ~ Br = 0.2817 + 0.1592 

0 
£ 

B z _ 
0.25 Bo -

B 
In ~ Br = 0.1714 + 0.1592 

0 
£ 

Bz _ 
0.50 r-

0 

Br _ 
0.1592 In £/E 1l- 0.2695 + 

0 

B 
z - 0 r- . 
0 

(45) 

(4Sa) 

(46) 

(46a) 

(47) 

(47a) 
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BO 
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0.1592 + 0.1592 In £/c 

0.25 

The important features of the theory are: 

a. logarithmic dependence on geometry 

b. radius dominated function for £/R »1 

c. length dominated function for £/R «1 

(48) 

(48a) 

Tables 10-12 compare theoretical and computer generated values of 

B/Bo ' Table 10 indicates that for £/R < 1, the computer data approaches 

theoretical values as £/R ~ O. But, Table 12 suggests that theoretical 

and computer data converge slower for different values of £/c. For 

example, at £/R = 0.18 and £1£ = ~R.6l instead of 194.44 as in Table 10, 

percent difference between theoretical and computer results is 12.5~ 

instead of 0.3%. Data in Table 12 also indicates that, for a given value 

of 9./R, there is better agreement bct\~een theoretical and computer data 

for larger valu~s of £/c. 

Table 12 compares computer data and theoret ical predict ions for ~/R > 1. 

'nlCre is insufficient consistent data to conclude whether or not computer 

data approaches the theoretical predictions as £/R becomes large. The 

data does suggest that for a given value of ~/R, better agleement is ob

tained for smaller values of RIc, 

It is clear that these comparisons ,1nly apply for cases ~Ihere a solenoid 

consists of two 430 turn layers. Changing the nunber of turns or layers 

may change these resul t<' • 
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Table 10. 

'l./E = 194.44 TI-lEORY CCMPUTER DATA 

tjR BIB ex = - .f.) o 2 B IB ex = - f) r 0 
Difference 

0.70 0.998 0.968 3.0 

0.35 0.990 0.986 1.2 

0.18 0.998 0.995 0.3 

0.01 0.998 0.997 0.1 

Table 11. 

9../R < 1 

CCMPUTER DATA TI-lEORY 

t/R t/E B/Bo ex = - ~) BIB ex = - £) o 2 Difference 

0.70 12.1S 0.757 0.557 26.4 

0.70 24.31 0.811 0.667 17.8 

0.70 48.61 0.865 0.778 10.1 

0.70 97.22 0.919 0.888 3.4 

0.70 194.44 0.968 0.998 3.1 

0.35 97.22 0.934 0.888 4.9 

0.35 194.44 0.986 0.998 1.2 

0.18 43.61 0.890 0.778 12.6 

0.18 51.47 0.901 0.787 12.7 

0.18 194.44 0.995 0.998 0.30 

0.01 194.44 0.997 0.998 0.10 

0.01 194.44 0.997 0.998 0.10 



RJR R/£ 

';'.1 486.11 

1.3 416.67 

1.4 277.78 

1.4 138.89 

2.8 69.44 

10.0 55.56 

26.0 9.72 

100.0 1.94 
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Table 12 

t/R> 1 

CCJ.1PlITER DATA TIiEORY 

B!BO (x = t) B /B (x = - f) r 0 

0.986 1.16 

0.973 1.13 

(J.9S7 1.07 

0.918 0.960 

0.840 0.85 

0.578 0.81 

0.545 0.53 

0.321 0.28 

% 
Difference 

17.6 

16.0 

11.8 

4.6 

1.0 

40.0 

3.0 

13.0 

_.- .---- .---

results: 

The following trends are substantiated by the theory and computer 

1. For a given value of 9.,/£, field enhancement is reduced as 

t/R becomes larger (i.e., a longer coil), 

2. Enchancement is a logari dunic function of geometric parameters, 
and 

3. For a given value of t/R, enhancement is increased as £ becomes 

small (thin coils). 
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Conclusion 

This report has shown how Legendre functions can be utilized in a 

computer program to design a solenoid magnet with a desired field structure. 

An elliptic integral computer field program can also be used to de

termine field structure within conducting areas. This information can then 

be used to determine structural support requirements and operating limits 

for thin superconducting magnets. 

Thi s work was done wi th support from the U. S. Department of Energy. 
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FIQJRji CllPTIONS 

Fig. 

Fig. 

Fig. 

Fig. 

l. 
, 
~. 

3. 

A simple current loop is spherical coordinate form. 

Small loop around circular current wire. 

Symmetrical magnet structures with two current loops. 

4. A spherical iron shield around a symmetrical magnet (dipole 

symmetry) showing image currents. 

Fig. 5. A symmetrical magnet (dipole symmetry) with flat iron poles. 

Fig. 6. A simple axisymmetric current loop showing the direction of the 

current, vector potential and the components of induction. 

Fig. 7. A good field quality spherical solenoid. 

Fig. 8. A correction coil problem. 

Fig. 9. Critical current vs critical field. 

Fig. 10. Field variation in conductor of solenoids. 

Fig. 11. Coil parameters. 

Fig. 12. Illi variation in conductor of solenoids for different values of 

9,fR. 

(:ig. 13. IBI variation in conductor of solenoids for different values of 

9,fc. 
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Current Loop 

Fig. 1 XBL 778 9862 
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0) Dipole Symmetry (both currents have the some direction) 

b) Quadrupole Symmetry (currents have opposite direction) 

Fig. 3 XBL 77B 9B59 
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\ ~ 
Good Field Quality Spherical Solenoid 
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Fig. 7 
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